
Middle school years are a critical time as 
students transition to the independent, 

more complex world of adulthood. Lorien Wood’s 
6th grade Watershed Program is a multi-disci-
plinary study of the Potomac/Chesapeake Bay 
region with extensive time in outdoor field study. 
Watershed provides a unique level of physical 
and academic challenge that meets the needs of 
young people who strongly crave experiential learning.

The Watershed year paves the way for Form Four Journey 
(7th and 8th grades), a two-year survey of the history of the world 
that provides an intensive, academically and spiritually rigorous 
preparation for high school. This humanities-rich study explores the 

formation of cultural and individ-
ual identity, as well as algebra, 
geometry, sciences, and Latin.

RSVP appreciated but not 
required: 703-854-1640 or 
Admissions@lorienwood.org
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A GLIMpSe INto A ForM Four uNIt:

In Form Four, students and teachers are engrossed in a panel discussion that  

is part of their unit on the Renaissance and Reformation. Parents and pastors 

representing a range of churches are discussing the origins of and biblical support 

for their theology. Students will interview their parents or a youth pastor 

about how and why they chose their church home. Later, a writing assign-

ment will require a thorough explanation of the gospel. 

During the same unit, students will study Hans Holbein’s portraits of 

members of the Tudor court and then visually depict their own view of a 

“Renaissance” person. They will read “A Man for All Seasons” and analyze 

the influence of Henry VIII on his times — as a monarch, as a Christian, and 

as a man. 
Like scholars of the time period, students will explore God’s complex 

design of the human body through the study of light and optics, and bones, 

nerves, and muscles. An examination of the life of artist Albrecht Durer and his 

woodcut engravings leads to discussion of the marriage of art, geometry, and  

science — how one man, in applying mathematics to art, developed new ideas that 

significantly influenced our scientific understanding of the universe.

Helping children 
explore God’s world and  

discover their place in it.

Come to the Middle School Information Night 
to learn more about the excitement of the  
Middle School program at Lorien Wood! 
to learn more about Lorien Wood and other 
upcoming open Houses, visit our website.

www.LorienWood.org
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